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Abstract—Recently, graph query is widely adopted for query-
ing knowledge graphs. Given a query graph GQ, graph query
finds subgraphs in a knowledge graph G that exactly or ap-
proximately match GQ. We face two challenges on graph query
over a knowledge graph: (1) the structural gap between GQ
and the predefined schema in G causes mismatch with query
graph, (2) users cannot view the answers until the graph query
terminates, leading to a longer system response time (SRT). In
this paper, we propose a semantic guided and response-time-
bounded graph query to return top-k answers effectively and
efficiently. We first leverage a knowledge graph embedding model
to build the semantic graph SGQ for each GQ. Then we define
the path semantic similarity (pss) over SGQ to evaluate the
answer’s quality. We propose an A* semantic search on SGQ
to find top-k answers with the greatest pss via a heuristic pss
estimation. Furthermore, we make an approximate optimization
on A* semantic search to allow users to trade off the effectiveness
for SRT within a user-specific time bound. Extensive experiments
over real datasets confirm the effectiveness and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graphs (such as DBpedia [1], Yago [2], and
Freebase [3]) have been constructed in recent years, managing
large-scale and real-world facts as a graph [4], [5]. In such
graphs, each node represents an entity with attributes, and each
edge denotes a relationship between two entities. Querying
knowledge graphs is essential for a wide range of emerging
applications, e.g., question answering and semantic search [6].
As an example, consider that a user wants to find all cars pro-
duced in Germany. One can come up with a reasonable graph
representation of this query as a query graph GQ, and identify
the exact or approximate matches of GQ in a knowledge graph
G using graph query models [7]–[11]. Some answers can be
returned, such as <BMW 320, assembly, Germany>. Graph
query also acts as a fundamental component for other query
forms, such as keyword query and natural language query
[10]. We can reduce these query forms to a graph query by
translating input text to a query graph [12], [13].
In this paper, we aim at processing graph queries effectively
and efficiently. Traditional graph query models are usually de-
fined based on a subgraph match (e.g., subgraph isomorphism
[14], [15]). These models identify answers through a structural
match with respect to the query graph. However, the structural
gap between the query graph and the predefined schema in the
knowledge graph will cause mismatch with the query graph,
and return only a subset of correct answers (Figure 1 provides
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Fig. 1: An example of mismatch with query graphs: Given several query
graphs to find all cars made in Germany (left side), none can return answers
covering all predefined schemas in the DBpedia dataset (right side). For
instance, only 234 answers match the fourth query graph, because the 1-hop
edge assembly cannot map to an n-hop (n > 1) path.
an example). This motivates us to fill this gap by considering
the semantics of query graphs.
Another crucial problem involves improving the system
response time (SRT) for a graph query. SRT is the amount
of time that a user waits before viewing results [16], [17]. A
shorter SRT usually indicates a better user experience. To the
best of our knowledge, no current state-of-the-art work sup-
ports response-time-bounded graph query over a knowledge
graph. This motivates us to present an interactive paradigm
that allows the user to trade off accuracy for SRT within a
user-specific time bound T . As more times are given, better
answers can be returned.
In this paper, we blend semantic guided and response-time-
bounded characteristics in one system to support top-k query
over a knowledge graph effectively and efficiently.
A. Motivating Example
Figure 1 illustrates four reasonable query graphs to find
all cars that are produced in Germany (Q117 from QALD-
4 benchmark [18]). They share the same query intention, but
have different syntaxes. The right side of Figure 1 presents a
few possible schemas in DBpedia. Each one is represented as
an n-hop path and corresponds to a set of correct answers. A
traditional graph query suffers from the following problems:
Mismatch in query nodes. In G1Q, we use a query node with
type <Car> to represent the phrase “cars”. And “Germany” is
expressed by a query node with name GER in G2Q. However,
no entity in the knowledge graph has the same, or even a
textually similar type or name for Car and GER. Hence, the
first two query graphs fail to find correct answers.
Mismatch in query edges. We can represent the phrase “pro-
duced” as a 1-hop edge with the predicate product or assembly.
However, a conventional subgraph match cannot map seman-
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TABLE I. Precision (P) and Recall (R) results for Q117 from QALD-4 over
DBpedia (top-k=596). For details, see Section VII.
Methods G
1
Q G
2
Q G
3
Q G
4
Q
P R P R P R P R
gStore [15] % % % % % % 1.0 0.39
SLQ [9] 1.0 0.39 1.0 0.39 1.0 0.39 1.0 0.39
NeMa [7] % % 0.34 0.34 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51
S4 [19] % % % % 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68
p-hom [20] % % 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28
GraB [11] % % % % 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42
QGA [13] % % 1.0 0.39 1.0 0.39 1.0 0.39
Ours 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.81 0.81 0.83 0.83
TABLE II. Comparison of features, including the ability of supporting Node
similarity, Edge-to-Path mapping, and query graph with predicates.
Methods Nodesimilarity
E-to-P
mapping
GQ w/
predicates Main idea
gStore [15] % % " graph isomorphism
SLQ [9] " % % transformation library
NeMa [7] " " % structural similarity
S4 [19] % " " structural patterns mining
p-hom [20] " " % p-homomorphism
GraB [11] % " % structural similarity
QGA [13] " % " keyword-based search
Ours " " " semantic-guided graph query
tically from a 1-hop edge in a query graph to n-hop (n ≥ 1)
paths (edge-to-path mapping) in the knowledge graph.
Recently, many efforts have been made to solve the mis-
match issue. Table I shows the precision and recall of state-
of-the-art work for Q117. We set k=596, because 596 correct
answers are given in the QALD-4 benchmark. Besides, Table
II compares the features of these methods, including the
ability of supporting node similarity, edge-to-path mapping,
and query graph with predicates. Different techniques adopted
in these methods have different features that can explain their
different performance (Table I). Note that, gStore [15] is a
graph isomorphism method, it allows the exact match in query
node and edge, leading to only 234 out of 596 answers can be
found (lower recall). SLQ [9] is the only one that can support
both G1Q and G
2
Q, because it is tailored for the mismatch in
query nodes via a node transformation library. NeMa [7], S4
[19], p-hom [20], and GraB [11] are methods supporting edge-
to-path mapping. S4 outperforms others, because it can mine
the n-hop structural patterns by providing a set of semantic
instances as prior knowledge (e.g., given by Patty [21]). On
the other hand, NeMa, p-hom and GraB still suffer from the
low accuracy even they also support edge-to-path mapping.
This is because they do not consider the predicates on edges
during the path finding. Moreover, QGA [13] assembles a set
of keywords to a query graph and represents it as a SPARQL
expression for querying on SPARQL engine.
In summary, none of above methods can simultaneously
support all three features, which indicates that they cannot
handle both mismatches at the same time, leaving us optimiza-
tion opportunities. Note that, S4 is the most similar one to this
paper. It tries to mine the n-hop patterns in advance through
string edit distance of entity types and support measure of
frequent paths based on prior knowledge. The accuracy of S4
is sensitive to the prior knowledge because the quality of prior
knowledge determines the quality of mined patterns.
Unlike S4, we present a semantic-guided graph query to
find the semantically similar paths to query graph GQ’s edges,
without external knowledge during runtime, instead of mining
patterns in advance. Moreover, combining our method with
SLQ allows us to handle mismatches with query nodes.
In addition, we optimize our semantic guided graph query
via an approximation to tradeoff between SRT and accuracy.
Specifically, the approximate answers can be returned quickly
within a user-specified time T . As more times are given, more
high-quality answers can be obtained.
B. Challenges and Contributions
Challenge 1. Identifying semantically equivalent paths in the
knowledge graph for a given query edge, without external
knowledge. In Figure 2 (bottom left), the path <assembly-
country> in knowledge graph G is semantically more similar
to query edge product in query graph GQ than other paths.
Thus, it is extremely important to identify equivalent paths for
a given query edge. We try to solve this problem without ex-
ternal knowledge. In this paper, we first leverage a knowledge
graph embedding model to represent the semantic similarity
of predicates in a vector space (Section IV-A). We preserve
the semantic similarities of predicates on each edge of the
knowledge graph to build a semantic graph SGQ (Section
IV-B), as we show in Figure 2 (bottom right). Finally, we
define a path semantic similarity (pss) over SGQ to measure
how similar a path is to a query edge in GQ (Section IV-C).
Challenge 2. Effectively finding top-k answers that semanti-
cally match a general query graph GQ based on path semantic
similarity (pss). Intuitively, an answer with greater pss (e.g.,
Audi TT in Figure 2) is probably better than others. Hence,
we can model this graph query problem as a maximum pss
path search problem to find global optimal k answers with
the greatest pss. Furthermore, it is necessary to take the path
search method as a building block to support other complex
query graphs, such as the chain, star query graphs [22], etc.
In this paper, we adopt a decomposition-assembly framework
for a general query graph GQ. We decompose GQ into
several sub-query graphs. For sub-query graph querying, we
propose an A* semantic search with a well-designed heuristic
estimation function of pss in Section V-A. We prove the
effectiveness guarantee of our A* semantic search in Section
V-B. Finally, we assemble the answers of all sub-query graphs
based on the threshold algorithm (TA) [23], in order to form
the final answers for GQ in Section V-C.
Challenge 3. Extending our semantic guided graph query to
return answers within a response time bound, thereby improv-
ing the system response time (SRT). Compared to obtaining the
answers after the graph query terminates, users may prefer to
view approximate results earlier (having a shorter SRT) [17].
To achieve this, we present an approximate optimization on our
A* semantic search (Section VI) to enable a trade-off between
effectiveness and SRT within a user-specified time bound T .
The basic idea is that we use the non-optimal answers of each
sub-query graph to generate the approximate answers for query
graph GQ. We estimate the overall time of graph querying,
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Fig. 2: A running example
denoted as Tˆ , and continue to refine the approximate answers
if Tˆ ≤ T . We prove that the global optimal answers can be
achieved theoretically as enough times are given.
Contributions. We make the following contributions.
• We leverage a knowledge graph embedding model to
build semantic graph SGQ for query graph GQ. Then
we define the path semantic similarity (pss) over SGQ
to identify the semantically equivalent paths in SGQ for
a query edge in GQ (Section IV).
• We propose an A* semantic search method to find the
best k n-hop answers from SGQ based on the defined
pss (Section V). We prove the effectiveness guarantee of
our A* semantic search and use it as a building block to
support the general query graphs.
• We optimize the A* semantic search to enable a trade-off
between effectiveness and efficiency with a time bound T
(Section VI). We prove that this approach can converge
to the global optimal results as more times are given.
• We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency by conduct-
ing extensive experiments on three real-world and large-
scale knowledge graphs. (Section VII).
II. RELATED WORK
According to how previous approaches process graph query,
we categorize related work as follows.
Graph pattern matching. Graph pattern matching is typi-
cally defined in terms of subgraph isomorphism [24]–[26],
which is NP-complete and often too restrictive to capture
sensible matches [27]. Hence, graph simulation based pattern
matching are proposed to relax subgraph isomorphism, such as
[20], [28]–[30]. Moreover, a distributed graph simulation [31]
can further improve the efficiency for graph pattern matching
over large graph. These graph simulation methods cannot
be directly deployed to support graph query over knowledge
graph, because they require the exact match in query nodes
and do not consider the semantic constraints on edges even
though they can map an edge to an n-hop path.
Graph similarity search. Many efforts have been made for
the graph similarity search according to different similarity
metrics. The most prominent of them being (1) structural
similarity search [7], [11], [32], [33], (2) graph edit distance
based search [34], [35], and (3) weak semantic similarity
search [9], [10], [19], [36], [37]. Among these methods, [7],
[11], [32], [34] can map a query edge to n-hop paths (do not
consider the semantic constraints). Besides, [19] can find n-
hop paths with similar semantics to a query edge based on
prior knowledge. Our approach differs from [19] in that we
can find the semantically equivalent n-hop paths for a query
edge without additional prior knowledge.
Query-by-examples. Query-by-Example (QBE) aims to allow
users to express their search intention with examples. Two
recent work GQBE [38] and Exemplar queries [39] are pro-
posed for searching matches that are same as their counterparts
from the examples. Moreover, [40], [41] are proposed to
pose exemplars characterized by tuple patterns, and identify
both query rewrites and their answers close to exemplar.
Our approach can be deployed in these QBE methods to
extend them by returning more reasonable answers that are
semantically similar to the given exemplar queries.
Other methods to query knowledge graph. The knowledge
graph search can also be conducted by the following query
forms: (1) keywords search [13], [42], [43], (2) SPARQL
search [15], [44]–[47], and (3) natural language search [8],
[48]–[51]. Most of these methods transform the input key-
words, SPARQL expression and natural language to query
graphs for graph searching, so our graph query approach can
be used to improve their performance.
Anytime graph search. Returning answers earlier, even be-
fore the query terminates is critical for improving user ex-
perience. To this end, a human-computer interaction aware
visual graph query processing is proposed in [16], [17], [52]
that interleaves visual query construction and processing to
improve system response time. Moreover, [53] is another
work for mining graph patterns under resource constraints
(e.g. response time). We share the same motivation of these
work to design a response-time-bounded query paradigm for
knowledge graph search, which is a novel contribution in itself.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND OVERVIEW
In this section, we first formalize the problems studied in
this paper. Then we present the overview of our approach.
A. Background
Definition 1: Knowledge graph. A knowledge graph is
defined as a graph G = (V,E, L), with the node set V , edge
set E, and a label function L, where (1) each node u ∈ V
represents an entity, (2) E is an ordered subset of V × V ,
each directed edge e = uiuj ∈ E denotes the relationship
between two entities ui and uj , and (3) L assigns a name and
a type on each node u, and a predicate on each edge e.
Example 1: We assume each node u in a knowledge graph
G is associated with a type and a unique name [19], [22], [51],
e.g., L(u).type =Automobile and L(u).name =Audi TT. For
each edge e, we assign a predicate as L(e) =assembly. If the
type of a node in G is unknown, we employ a probabilistic
model-based entity typing method to assign a type on it [54].
Definition 2: Query graph. A query graph is defined as a
graph GQ = (VQ, EQ, LQ), with query node set VQ, edge set
EQ, and a label function LQ, which assigns a name and a
type on each v ∈ VQ, as well as a predicate on each e ∈ EQ.
In real applications, query graphs are more complex than the
example in Figure 2. Figure 3 illustrates an example of general
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Fig. 3: General query graphs
query graphs, and each aims to discover a set of unknown
entities by providing related known entities. We define a set of
specific nodes V s to denote known entities. Both the type and
name of a specific node vs ∈ V s are known. A set of target
nodes V t corresponds to unknown entities. Only the type of
a target node vt ∈ V t is known. For each query graph, VQ =
V s ∪ V t. In Figure 3(a), V t = {v1, v3} and V s = {v2, v4}.
In this paper, we try to find the matches that are semantically
similar to a general query graph GQ in the knowledge graph G.
To achieve this, we first define the node (edge) match for each
query node (edge). Then, we introduce the semantic graph
SGQ to show how to identify the semantically similar matches
from SGQ through a decomposition-assembly framework.
Definition 3: Node Match. Given a query graph GQ =
(VQ, EQ, LQ) and a knowledge graph G = (V,E,L), there
is a one-to-many relation φ: VQ → V , for each query node
v ∈ VQ, φ(v)={u1...un} is a set of candidate matches of v in
the knowledge graph node set V .
In this paper, we define the relation φ considering three
cases: (1) Identical. The types (names) of v and u are exactly
the same, (2) Synonym. The type (name) of v is a synonym of
the type (name) of u, e.g., Car is a synonym of Automobile,
and (3) Abbreviation. The type (name) of v is an abbreviation
of the type (name) of u, e.g., GER is an abbreviation of
Germany. The details are given in Section IV-B.
Definition 4: Edge Match. Given a query graph GQ =
(VQ, EQ, LQ) and a knowledge graph G = (V,E,L), a path1
uiuj ∈ G is a match of an edge e = vivj ∈ EQ, if ui ∈ φ(vi)
and uj ∈ φ(vj).
In Figure 2, the edge matches of the query edge product are
different paths from the node match of query node Germany
to node matches of Automobile, e.g., <country-assembly>,
<country-nationality-designer>, etc. However, only the path
<country-assembly> is semantically similar to the given query
edge product. Therefore, we need to identify this semantically
similar path from other edge matches, which motivates us to
define the semantic graph SGQ as follows.
Definition 5: Semantic Graph. Given a query graph GQ =
(VQ, EQ, LQ) and a knowledge graph G = (V,E,L), the
semantic graph is a weighted sub-graph of G defined as
SGQ = (V
′, E′, L,W ), with the node set V ′ ⊆ V , edge
set E′ ⊆ E, and weight set W , where (1) for each query node
v ∈ VQ, its node match u ∈ φ(v) belongs to V ′, (2) a path
uiuj ∈ SGQ is an edge match of e=vivj ∈ EQ, so that every
1uiuj denotes an arbitrary path between ui and uj . When necessary, we
use (uiuj)l with a subscript to refer to a specific path between ui and uj .
While considering paths, we ignore edge directionalities.
edge e′ in uiuj belongs to E′, (3) each w ∈ W is a weight
assigned on e′ that represents the semantic similarity between
e′ and e, denoted by sim(LQ(e), L(e′)) (Section IV-A).
Given a query graph GQ, we now aim to find the se-
mantically similar matches of GQ from a weighted semantic
graph SGQ. In this paper, we adopt a decomposition-assembly
framework to find the top-k matches for GQ. We first decom-
pose GQ into multiple sub-query graphs for graph querying,
then we obtain the top-k matches of GQ by assembling partial
matches of all sub-query graphs.
Definition 6: Sub-query graph. Given a query graph GQ =
(VQ, EQ, LQ), we define a sub-query graph of GQ as a path
graph2 gi = (Vi, Ei, LQ), with the query node set Vi and
query edge set Ei, where (1) gi is a path from a specific node
vs to a target node vt, denoted by vsvt, (2) and VQ = ∪Vi
and EQ = ∪Ei over all sub-query graphs gi of GQ.
Example 2: Figure 3(a) can be decomposed into two sub-
query graphs: (1) find automobiles produced in China, denoted
as g1: < v2-e1-v1 >, and (2) find automobiles with German
engines, denoted as g2: < v4-e3-v3-e2-v1 >.
In general, all sub-query graphs intersect at a target node
(called pivot node vp), e.g., v1 in above example. Therefore,
we can assemble the final answers via a join operation at vp.
The objective of query graph decomposition is to derive a
number of subquery graphs with an appropriate pivot node, to
minimize the cost of query processing. We use the possible
search space as the cost metric (similar to [10]). We resolve
this problem through dynamic programming.
argmin
{g1...gn}
n∑
i=1
cost(gi) (1)
In this paper, we assume that a query graph GQ is already
decomposed into a set of sub-query graphs {g1...gn}. We
focus on the query for gi and then, final answers assembly.
According to Definition 6, a sub-query graph gi is a path graph
denoted as vsvt. So, we define the match of gi as a path in
SGQ that is semantically similar to vsvt.
Definition 7: Sub-query Graph Match. Given a sub-query
graph gi=vsvt and a semantic graph SGQ, a path usut ∈ SGQ
is a match of gi if (1) usut comprises the edge match of each
edge vivj ∈ gi, (2) the path semantic similarity (pss) of usut
to vsvt equals or is greater than a predefined threshold τ ,
denoted by ψ(usut, vsvt) ≥ τ .
Definition 8: Path Semantic Similarity (pss). We define
the pss ψ(usut, vsvt) as a function f(w1...wn) of all weights
appearing in match usut, which measures the semantic simi-
larity of usut to gi. The details are given in Section IV-C.
We assemble all sub-query graph matches usut to form final
matches for the query graph GQ through a join operation at
the same pivot node match up ∈ φ(vp). We define the match
score of a final match as follows, where Mi is the match set
of the sub-query graph gi.
2A path graph is a path with two nodes of degree 1, while all others (if
any) have degree 2.
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Sm(u
p) =
∑
∀Mi
ψ(usut, vsvt) s.t. up ∈ usut (2)
The best match of GQ is the one with the greatest match
score. Figure 4 shows the query procedure (top-2 matches) for
the query graph in Figure 3(a). In this example, the pivot node
vp = v1. First, we find some matches with the greatest pss for
g1 and g2 respectively. Then we assemble them at the pivot
node matches {Auto1, Auto2, Auto3} based on Eq. 2, and the
top-2 matches containing Auto2 and Auto3 are returned.
According to this query procedure, we derive two major
problems that need to be resolved in this paper as follows.
Problem 1. Given a query graph GQ = {g1...gn} and a
knowledge graph G, we find the top-k matches M according
to the match score Sm(up) as follows.
M = σmax(Sm)(1up Mi) (3)
s.t. |M | = k, Mi = {argmax
usut
ψ(usut, vsvt)}
In Eq. 3, we use 1up to denote the assembly at up and use
σmax(Sm) to denote the top-k matches selection based on the
match score Sm(up). Mi = {usut} are the sub-query matches
with the greatest pss for each gi from a semantic graph
SGQ. This problem is non-trivial, because (1) we need to
find global optimal matches for each gi, and (2) the assembly
is computationally expensive if we have a large number of
sub-query graphs, and each one has many candidate matches.
We solve this problem efficiently in Section V.
Problem 2. Given a query graph GQ = {g1...gn} and a
knowledge graph G, we find the approximate top-k matches
Mˆ within a user-specified time bound T . With more time given
(T ′ > T ), Mˆ can approach M .
Mˆ = σmax(Sm)(1up Mˆi) (4)
s.t. |Mˆ | = k,
(
Mˆ ∩M
Mˆ ∪M
)
T ′
≥
(
Mˆ ∩M
Mˆ ∪M
)
T
We use the Jaccard similarity of Mˆ and M to measure
the degree of approximation. The key of this problem is how
to return Mˆ quickly, and refine it as more time is given.
Moreover, we need to prove that the global optimal results
can be returned if sufficient times are given (e.g., Mˆ = M ).
We deal with this problem in Section VI.
B. Overview of Our Approach
Figure 5 illustrates the framework of our approach, which
can be discussed as follows.
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Phase 1. Knowledge graph embedding. We leverage a kno-
wledge embedding model on a knowledge graph G =
(V,E, L) to obtain the predicate semantic space offline (Sec-
tion IV-A), denoted by E = {e1...en}, and e is the predicate
vector of an edge e ∈ E. The semantic similarity between
two edges can be represented as the similarity between two
predicate vectors. This is critical for identifying semantically
equivalent paths in G (Challenge 1). We take E as the input
for the following semantic graph generation.
Phase 2. Semantic graph generation. We consider a pred-
icate semantic space E, a knowledge graph G, and a query
graph GQ as the input to build the semantic graph SGQ online
(Section IV-B). Each weight on the edge of SGQ is computed
based on E. By utilizing these weights, we define the predicate
semantic similarity (pss) to measure the quality of matches for
each sub-query graph (Section IV-C).
Phase 3. Semantic guided graph query. Given a general
query graph GQ = {g1...gn}, we present an A* semantic
search based on the defined pss to find the matches from SGQ
for each sub-query graph gi (Section V-A and V-B). Then we
assemble the matches of all gi to form the top-k matches for
GQ (Section V-C). This is the solution for Problem 1.
Phase 4. Response time bounded optimization. We extend
the above A* semantic search to support response time
bounded querying (Section VI). The approximate matches are
found earlier, and can be further refined until a user defined
time bound T is reached. This is the solution for Problem 2.
IV. SEMANTIC GRAPH
In this section, we discuss how to construct the semantic
graph SGQ, and then define the predicate semantic similarity
(pss) based on SGQ.
A. Knowledge Graph Embedding
Knowledge graph embedding aims to represent each predi-
cate and entity in a knowledge graph G as an n-dimensional
semantic vector, such that the original structures and relations
in G are preserved in these learned semantic vectors [4]. We
summarize the core idea of most existing knowledge graph
embedding methods [55]–[59] as follows: (1) initialize the
vector of each element in triple <h,r,t> as < h,r,t >, where
h/t indicates the head/tail entity and r denotes the predicate,
(2) define a function g() to measure the relation of < h,r,t >,
such as h+r ≈ t, and (3) optimize g() to satisfy t ≈ g(h, r).
The predicate semantic space E={e1...en} is one of the
output of a knowledge graph embedding model. Moreover,
the semantic similarity between two edges can be represented
by the similarity between two predicate vectors.
   
<Germany, assembly, BMW_320>
<Germany, product, BMW_X6>
<Germany, language, German>
Triples in G
Embeddings
 ,  :
Fig. 6: An example of TransE model
Example 3: Figure 6 shows an example of TransE [55]. The
vectors of product and assembly are similar (smaller angles),
because they have similar neighbour entities. They are usually
taken as the relationship between Country (e.g., Germany)
and Automobile (e.g., BMW 320). On the other hand, the
vector of language shows a different meaning, because it is
the relationship between Country and its Language.
In this paper, we use the cosine similarity to measure
the similarity between two predicate vectors. Each weight w
assigned on the edges of the semantic graph SGQ, denoted
by sim(LQ(e), L(e′)), e.g., sim(product, assembly), can be
calculated as follows.
w = sim(LQ(e), L(e
′)) =
e · e′
||e|| × ||e′|| (5)
The notation ||e|| indicates the magnitude of e (e.g., the
euclidean norm). Next, we introduce how to preserve these
weights on a knowledge graph to generate semantic graph.
B. Semantic Graph Generation
Figure 7(a) illustrates a straightforward idea of semantic
graph generation. Given a query graph GQ and a knowledge
graph G, we build the semantic graph SGQ only if we can:
(1) find the node matches of each query node v ∈ GQ, e.g.,
φ(v1)={u1} and φ(v2)={u4, u5}, (2) find the edge matches
of each query edge e=vivj ∈ GQ, e.g., edge matches of e1
include paths (u1u4)1=(u1u2, u2u4), (u1u4)2=(u1u3, u3u4),
(u1u5)1=(u1u3, u3u5), and (u1u5)2=u1u5, and (3) assign a
weight w on each edge of the edge matches based on Eq. 5.
Suppose we have a complete SGQ in advance (Figure 7(b)),
then we can directly deploy a graph query to find the matches
for each sub-query graph gi ∈ SGQ.
Analysis. Unfortunately, it is computationally expensive to
build a complete SGQ based on above straightforward idea.
(1) High traversal cost. To find all edge matches for each edge
e = vivj ∈ GQ, we must enumerate all possible paths starting
from ui ∈ φ(vi) to uj ∈ φ(vj) through a graph traversal. The
high connectivity of a knowledge graph G makes this traversal
computationally expensive.
(2) Redundant operations. To obtain the top-k matches, the
graph query needs to access SGQ, resulting in redundant
traversal overhead that is duplicated with the SGQ generation.
If we can combine the SGQ generation and graph querying
into one-pass traversal, then the overhead would be reduced.
A lightweight way. As an alternative, Figure 7(c) shows a
lightweight way to construct SGQ on the fly. We push
down the semantic graph generation to the query processing
stage, which means that the semantic graph SGQ is partially
materialized, along with graph querying. Given a sub-query
graph gi = vsvt, we materialize the SGQ as follows.
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Fig. 7: Semantic graph generation
TABLE III. Transformation library
Synonym and abbreviation records Types and names
Car, Motorcar, Auto, Vehicle type: <Automobile>
GER, FRG, Federal Republic of Germany name: Germany
(1) Get node matches of vs. We use the relation φ defined
in Definition 3 to return node matches for a query node.
To implement φ, we build a ”synonym” and ”abbreviation”
transformation library [9] for all types and names existing in
G on the basis of BabelNet (the largest multilingual synonym
dictionary [60]). An example is given in Table III. For each
query node vs, we use this library to find its node matches
φ(vs) through the synonym or abbreviation transformation,
e.g., a query node with type <Car> can be mapped to a set
of matches with type <Automobile> in the knowledge graph.
(2) Materialize the 1-hop SGQ for us ∈ φ(vs). For each
node match us ∈ φ(vs), we assign the weight w on each
edge that connects to us based on Eq. 5, generating a 1-hop
SGQ for us. For example, weighted edges u1u2 and u1u3 in
Figure 7(c) act as the 1-hop SGQ for node u1.
(3) Next-hop decision. Given a partially materialized SGQ,
our graph query approach selects a next-hop for further query-
ing. The node selected should be the one with the greatest
probability of finding the best match for gi. We show the
details in Section V.
(4) Termination check. Starting from the next-hop, we repeat
the aforementioned operations to materialize SGQ gradually,
until a node match ut ∈ φ(vt) is detected. The path usut from
the node match us to ut is a match of gi.
Remarks. The next-hop decision is critical to SGQ generation
and graph querying. A good next-hop selection would reduce
the order and size of SGQ, pruning the search space signif-
icantly. Moreover, it also ensures that the sub-query graph
match usut with the greatest path semantic similarity (pss)
can be found. We define the pss in Section IV-C and show
the graph query approach based on pss in Section V.
C. Path Semantic Similarity
According to Definition 7, a match of the sub-query graph
gi=vsvt is defined as a path usut in the semantic graph SGQ.
We need to measure the match’s similarity to a given gi.
Intuitions. We define the path semantic similarity (pss) of
usut to gi as the metric based on the following observations.
• A match usut comprises a set of edges {e1...en}. Each edge
ei has a weight w that indicates the semantic similarity to
engineEA211_l4_TSI
Lamando
pss=0.852
0.91
Audi_TT
pss=0.891Germany
designer
Peter_schreyer 0.85
KIA_K5
pss=0.829
BMW_320
pss=0.98
federalState
0.82 BavariaRegensburg0.98
assembly
BMW_Z4
pss=0.867
Germany
product
<Automobile> <Country>
Fig. 8: Path semantic similarity
one edge e ∈ gi (Definition 5). Hence, the pss should be a
function f(w1...wn) of all weights appearing at usut.
• According to Figure 6, two edges are semantically similar
if their predicate vectors are similar (Eq. 5). Thus, the edges
with greater w would be more beneficial to the pss.
• A smaller w usually indicates that two edges show different
semantic meanings. Therefore, the edges with smaller w
have a negative effect on the pss.
Example 4: In Figure 8, the matches (red lines) containing
the edge assembly are more semantically similar to the given
gi than others. This is because the predicate vector of edge
assembly is more similar to the one of edge product in E
(with the greatest w=0.98). And other edges such as designer
and engine show the different meanings from product, because
their predicate vectors are less similar to the one of product.
Based on these intuitions, we calculate the pss of the match
usut to vsvt, denoted by ψ(usut, vsvt), as the geometric mean
of all weights appearing at the match usut.
ψ(usut, vsvt) = n
√ ∏
∀wj∈usut
wj (6)
V. A*-STYLE TOP-K SEMANTIC SEARCH
In this section, we first introduce how to find the top-k
matches with the greatest path semantic similarity (pss) for
each sub-query graph gi ∈ GQ. We then assemble all sub-
query graph matches to form the final matches for GQ.
According to Definition 7, each match of gi is defined as
a path in the semantic graph SGQ. Therefore, the sub-query
graph querying can be modeled as a maximum pss path search
problem over SGQ. However, it is non-trivial to solve this path
search problem because of the following reasons.
(1) Incomplete SGQ during runtime. In Section IV-B, we
mention that the semantic graph SGQ is partially materialized
in the querying stage. So we do not have a complete SGQ
during runtime, and the existing global optimal algorithms
such as Floyd’s algorithm cannot be directly deployed.
(2) Large path search space. In a knowledge graph, the path
search space is usually large because the high connectivity
among nodes. For instance, the average degree of each node
in DBpedia 3.9 dataset is nearly 24, so that if we want to
find a match with 3-hop path, the possible candidate paths
would be 243=13824. Considering a query graph GQ consists
of multiple sub-query graphs, the large path search space will
affect the overall efficiency significantly.
To handle the aforementioned two issues, we propose an A*
semantic search3 to obtain the global optimal matches for each
sub-query graph. The basic idea of A* semantic search is that
we compute a heuristic pss estimation for a possible match
at each detected node, and gradually expand the search space
following the guidance of the estimated pss until a match with
maximum pss is found. We achieve two benefits from a good
heuristic pss estimation: (1) we can find the globally optimal
matches without a complete SGQ, and (2) we can prune the
search space significantly.
We next introduce the heuristic pss estimation in Section
V-A. Then we discuss our A* semantic search for sub-query
graph based on this pss estimation in Section V-B. Finally,
we show the final matches assembly in Section V-C.
A. Heuristic Estimation of pss
Given a match usut of a sub-query graph gi=vsvt, it can be
divided into an explored partial path usui and an unexplored
partial path uiut at each detected node ui. We use notation
ψˆ(usui, vsvt) to represent the estimated pss computed at ui
(ψˆi for short). Intuitively, an ideal ψˆi should have a small
difference from the exact pss ψ, e.g., |ψˆi − ψ| ≤ ε (ε is
a small enough real number). Considering that the objective
of our A* semantic search is to find the matches with the
maximum pss, we claim that the globally optimal matches
can be achieved only if ψˆi ≥ ψ is satisfied. We prove this
effectiveness guarantee in Section V-B (Theorem 2). In this
section, we introduce how to obtain the upper bound of ψ as
the pss estimation ψˆi.
According to Eq. 6, we need the weight product (
∏
wj) and
the path length (n) of a match usut to compute the exact ψ.
So we first estimate the upper bound of the weight product
and path length, in order to estimate the upper bound of ψ.
Upper bound of the weight product. The weight product of
usut is divided into two parts at each detected node ui.
• The weight product of partial path usui, e.g.,
∏
∀wj∈usui wj .
• The weight product of partial path uiut, e.g.,
∏
∀wj∈uiut wj .
We can compute the exact weight product of usui because
usui is explored in the partially materialized SGQ. On the
other hand, the partial path uiut is unexplored, so we use
the maximum weight of all adjacent edges of ui as the upper
bound of the weight product of uiut, denoted as m(ui).
Lemma 1: The max weight m(ui) is the upper bound of the
weight product of the partial path uiut.
Proof 1: The weight product of uiut is
∏
wj∈uiut wj ,
where wj indicates the j-th weight in uiut. Due to the
monotonicity of weight product, we have w1 ≥
∏
wj∈uiut wj .
Also, m(ui) ≥ w1 because we assume m(ui) is the max
weight of all adjacent edges of ui. Hence, we have m(ui) ≥∏
wj∈uiut wj .
Upper bound of the path length. Considering that different
matches have different path lengths, it is difficult to get a
3The classic A* search [61] finds the shortest path based on a heuristic
length estimation. Here, we design the pss estimation based on semantics.
Algorithm 1: A* semantic search
Data: sub-query graph gi, number of matches k
Result: match set Mi
// Initialization
1 ∀us ∈ φ(vs): q={< us, ψˆs >}, visited={us}, Mi=∅;
2 while q 6= ∅ do
// Next-hop selection
3 < usuj , ψˆj >=q.pop max();
// Search space expansion
4 if uj 6∈ φ(vt) then
5 for ∀ul ∈ N(uj) do
6 if visited.add(ul) then
7 usul=usuj+ujul;
8 < usul, ψˆl >=pssEstimation();
9 if ψˆl ≥ τ then
10 q.push heap(< usul, ψˆl >);
// Top-k matches check
11 else
12 Mi.push heap(< usuj , ψˆj >);
13 if |Mi| = k then
14 break ; /* top-k matches are found */
15 return Mi;
uniform upper bound of the path length n for all matches.
Hence, we relax the upper bound of the exact path length to
the upper bound of the user desired path length. Specifically,
suppose the user wants to find the top-k matches within n-
hop (n-bounded match), then arbitrary nˆ ≥ n is a valid upper
bound of n. In this paper, we set nˆ = n to obtain a smaller
estimated pss ψˆi (minimize ψˆi − ψ).
Estimated pss of nˆ-bounded match. Given the above two
upper bounds. We compute the estimated pss ψi at each node
ui 6= ut as follows, where ut ∈ φ(vs) is a target node match.
And we set ψi equals to the exact pss ψ when ui = ut.
ψˆ(usui, vsvt) = nˆ
√ ∏
∀wj∈usui
wj ·m(ui) (7)
Theorem 1: The pss estimation ψˆi is the upper bound of
the exact pss ψ of the match usut=usui+uiut with the path
length n∗ ≤ nˆ, where nˆ is the user desired path length.
Proof 2: We use notation Wsi (Wit) to denote the weight
product of the partial path usui (uiut). If ui is not a tar-
get node match (ui 6= ut), then ψˆi = nˆ
√
Wsi ·m(ui) ≥
n∗
√
Wsi ·m(ui), because nˆ ≥ n∗ and the n-th root Wsi ·
m(ui) ∈ (0, 1]. Moreover, we have m(ui) ≥ Wit based on
Lemma 1, so that n∗
√
Wsi ·m(ui) ≥ n∗
√
Wsi ·Wit = ψ.
Hence, ψˆi ≥ ψ holds. On the other hand, if ui = ut, then
ψˆi = ψ. In summary, ψˆi ≥ ψ holds for the matches with a
path length n∗ ≤ nˆ.
Remarks. (1) The user desired path length nˆ is specified by
users before graph querying. (2) Our A* semantic search can
find the globally optimal nˆ-bounded matches (proved later in
Theorem 2) based on the above pss estimation, and all the
matches with longer (> nˆ) length will be ignored.
B. A* Semantic Search
In this section, we introduce our A* semantic search based
on the above pss estimation, illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Notations. We use a max-heap as the match set Mi for a sub-
query graph gi, to record each found match and its pss, e.g.,
< usut, ψ >. We use another max-heap as the priority queue q
to record each explored partial path usuj and its estimated pss,
e.g., < usuj , ψˆj >. For uj = us ∈ φ(vs), usuj is the node
us itself. Each node uj indicates a next-hop choice for search
space expansion. We also use a hash set visited to record all
visited nodes, avoiding duplicate access.
Overview. Given a sub-query graph gi=vsvt, we start with
the node match us ∈ φ(vs) for A* semantic search (line 1).
The main procedures are: (1) Next-hop selection. We select
the node uj in usuj with the greatest ψˆj as the next-hop for
search space expansion, from the priority queue q (line 3).
(2) Search space expansion. Starting from uj , we expand the
search space as usul=usuj+ujul for each neighbour node ul
of uj , and compute ψˆl for each new partial path usul (lines
5-8). All these < usul,ψˆl > pairs (ψˆl ≥ τ ) are stored in q for
further exploration (lines 9-10). (3) Top-k matches check. We
repeat (1) and (2) until a match usuj is popped up from q,
where uj ∈ φ(vt). We record it in match set Mi and terminate
the search until k matches are found (lines 12-14).
Example 5: Figure 9 shows an example of top-2 matches
searching from u1 to {u7, u12}. We assume that the user
desired path length is nˆ = 4 and set τ = 0.5. At beginning,
we expand the search space from u1, all its neighbours are
added in the priority queue q, e.g., q={< u1u2, 0.81 >,
< u1u3, 0.86 >, < u1u4, 0.73 >}. We provide the runtime
status in the right part of Figure 9. The solid lines indicate the
expanded search space, doted lines show the pruned data, and
the red lines denote the top-2 matches. In this case, 38.5% of
edges and 25% of nodes are pruned.
Next-hop selection. We use ψopt to represent the pss of the
best match. Intuitively, we cannot find the best match from
a partial path usuj if ψˆj < ψopt. So we first need to ensure
ψopt is bounded by ψˆj . To achieve this, we select the node uj
in usuj with the greatest ψˆj as the next-hop.
Lemma 2: Suppose we select the node uj in usuj with the
greatest ψˆj as the next-hop, then ψˆj ≥ ψopt is satisfied.
Proof 3: If usuj belongs to the best match, then ψˆj ≥ ψopt
holds according to Theorem 1. Otherwise, there must exist
another partial path usux belonging to the best match with
ψˆx ≥ ψopt. Since we suppose ψˆj is the greatest in q, we have
ψˆj ≥ ψˆx ≥ ψopt. In summary, ψˆj ≥ ψopt holds when we
select uj ∈ usuj with the greatest ψˆj as the next-hop.
Based on Lemma 2, our A* semantic search can prune all
partial paths with ψˆj < ψopt during runtime. In Example 5,
we select the node u3 in u1u3 as the next-hop to expand the
search space because it has the greatest estimated pss of 0.86.
Search space expansion. We expand the search space from
the next-hop node uj . (1) We expand the partial path usuj
to usul=usuj+ujul, where ul is a neighbour node of uj . (2)
We compute the estimated pss ψˆl for each new partial path.
(3) We add all ¡usul, ψˆl¿ in q if ψˆl ≥ τ . Here, we use τ to
prune the matches with a relatively low pss (Definition 7). We
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Fig. 9: An example of top-2 matches searching
should ensure that there is no false positive in this pruning.
Lemma 3: If a partial path usul with ψˆl < τ is pruned, then
all the matches usut (if any) expanded from usul (usut =
usul + ulut) cannot have an exact pss ψ ≥ τ .
Proof 4: According to Theorem 1, the pss ψ of a match
expanded from usul is bounded by ψˆl (ψˆl ≥ ψ). Also, we
assume ψˆl < τ , so ψ < τ holds. Therefore, we can prune the
partial path usul having ψˆl < τ without false positive.
Back to Example 5, we expand the search space from u3 by
adding ¡u1u7,0.74¿ in the priority queue q. Since u7 is a target
node match, we have ψˆu7=ψ=0.74. However, we cannot return
u1u7 as the best match because we still have ¡u1u2, 0.81¿ in q.
From u1u2, we may find a better match with pss of 0.81¿0.74.
Hence, we select u2 as the next-hop and continue to expand
the search space (Iteration 2 in Figure 9).
Top-k matches check. We repeat the expansion following the
guidance of the maximal ψˆj until a partial path usuj with
uj ∈ φ(vt) is popped up from q, and usuj is the best match.
Theorem 2: If a partial path usuj with uj ∈ φ(vt) is popped
up from q, then usuj is the best match.
Proof 5: Since uj ∈ φ(vt), then we have ψˆj = ψ. Suppose
usuj is not the best match, then ψˆj = ψ < ψopt holds,
which is in contradiction with the fact ψˆj ≥ ψopt according to
Lemma 2, because usuj is popped up from q (uj is selected
as the next-hop). Hence, usuj is the best match.
In Example 5, we continue to expand the search space
from the nodes u2, u5, and u9 until the node u12 is detected.
Now we have q = {< (u1u12)1, 0.75 >, < u1u7, 0.74 >
,< u1u4, 0.73 >,< u1u6, 0.73 >}, where (u1u12)1=(u1u2,
u2u5, u5u9, u9u12). Finally, the top-2 matches can be found
as (u1u12)1 and u1u7, while u1u4 and u1u6 are pruned.
Complexity. The time consumption of our A* semantic search
is dominated by the search space expansion. Given a partial
path usuj , we expand the search space from the node uj as
follows: (1) construct a new partial path usul=usuj+ujul for
each neighbour node ul of uj and (2) update the priority queue
q with each ¡usul, ψˆl¿ pair. We use V ∗ to denote all detected
nodes in step (1), then the time complexity is O(|V ∗| log |V ∗|),
where O(log |V ∗|) is the time for the update of q, because we
implement q as a max-heap.
Remarks. (1) We implement the graph querying for the query
graph GQ in a multithreaded manner. Each thread represents
an A* semantic search for a sub-query graph gi ∈ GQ. (2)
In general, we usually need more than k matches collected
for each gi to ensure k final matches can be assembled for
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GQ. Thus, we repeat the A* semantic search for each gi until
sufficient final matches for GQ are returned.
C. Final Matches Assembly
In this section, we employ a threshold algorithm (TA) [23]
based method to assemble the top-k matches for a query graph
GQ, without accessing all sub-query graph matches.
Core idea of the TA based assembly. Given the match sets
{Mi} for all sub-query graphs {gi}, the TA based assembly
follows three steps. (1) It accesses all Mi in descending
order according to the match’s path semantic similarity (pss).
Because of we implement Mi as a max-heap, so we pop up one
match in Mi at each access. (2) It joins the detected matches
with the same pivot node match up to generate a final match
fm(up), and computes an upper and lower bound of the match
score for each fm(up), denoted as Sm(up) and Sm(up). (3)
It terminates early if there are k final matches for which the
smallest Sm(up) is larger than the greatest Sm(up) for all
other final matches.
Example 6: Figure 10 is an example of top-2 final matches
assembly from two match sets {M1,M2}. The right part shows
the upper and lower bound of match score for each final
match after the third TA access. Observe that, the upper bound
Sm(u3)=1.59 (0.82+0.77) is less than the smallest lower bound
(Sm(u1)=1.71) of the first two final matches. Hence, we can
return fm(u2) and fm(u1) as the top-2 final matches without
accessing the rest matches in each Mi.
Lower bound of Sm(up). At each TA access, we compute
the lower bound Sm(up) for a final match fm(up) as follows,
Sm(u
p) =
∑
∀Mi
Ii(u
p) (8)
Ii(u
p) =
{
ψ(usut, vsvt) if up ∈ usut ∈Mi
0 otherwise
(9)
where the identifier Ii(up) indicates the pss contribution of
each match set Mi to Sm(up). If a match usut ∈Mi contains
the pivot node up, then Ii(up) equals to the exact pss of this
match. Otherwise, Ii(up) = 0 if no matches contain up are
accessed in Mi yet, e.g., Sm(u3)=0.82 at the third access in
Figure 10 (I1(u3)=0 and I2(u3)=0.82).
Lemma 4: Given a final match fm(up), the Sm(up) com-
puted at the r-th TA access is the lower bound of the one
computed at the r′-th TA access, where r′ > r.
Proof 6: The Ii(up) of value 0 at the r-th TA access will
become to ψ(usut, vsvt) if we find a match usut ∈ Mi
containing up at the r′-th TA access. Hence the value of
Sm(u
p) computed at the r-th TA access equals or is less than
the one computed at the r′-th TA access.
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Upper bound of Sm(up). At each TA access, we compute the
upper bound Sm(up) for a final match fm(up) as follows,
Sm(u
p) =
∑
∀Mi
Ii(u
p) (10)
Ii(u
p) =
{
ψ(usut, vsvt) if up ∈ usut ∈Mi
ψcur otherwise
(11)
where ψcur denotes the pss of the latest accessed match
in each Mi. And the identifier Ii(up) equals to ψcur
if no matches contain up are accessed in Mi yet, e.g.,
Sm(u3)=1.59 at the third access in Figure 10 (I1(u3)=0.77
and I2(u3)=0.82).
Lemma 5: Given a final match fm(up), the Sm(up) com-
puted at the r-th TA access is the upper bound of the one
computed at the r′-th TA access, where r′ > r.
Proof 7: The Ii(up) of value ψcur at the r-th TA access
will become to ψ(usut, vsvt) (ψcur ≥ ψ(usut, vsvt)) if we
find a match usut ∈Mi containing up at the r′-th TA access.
Therefore the value of Sm(up) at the r-th TA access equals
or is greater than the one computed at the r′-th TA access.
Termination check. We terminate the TA based assembly if
the top-k final matches are found. Specifically, (1) we sort the
final matches in descending order of Sm(up), (2) we select
the k-th largest Sm(up) as the lower bound of the top-k match
score, denoted as Lk, (3) we select the greatest Sm(up) among
other final matches as the upper bound of the match score for
all other final matches, denoted as Umax, and (4) we terminate
the TA based assembly if Lk ≥ Umax. E.g., Lk=1.71 and
Umax=1.59 in Figure 10.
Theorem 3: If we find k final matches with Lk ≥ Umax at
the r-th TA access, then they are the top-k final matches.
Proof 8: According to Lemma 4, the Lk at the r′-th TA
access equals or is greater than the one in the r-th TA access
(r′ > r) , e.g., L′k ≥ Lk. Also, we have U ′max ≤ Umax based
on Lemma 5. Hence, if Lk ≥ Umax at the r-th TA access, then
L′k ≥ U ′max still holds at the r′-th TA access. Now we suppose
a better match fm(up) is found at the r′-th TA access. Then
we have Sm(up) > L′k, which is in contradiction with the fact
L′k ≥ U ′max ≥ Sm(up) (U ′max is the greatest Sm(up)). Thus,
we can find the top-k final matches if Lk ≥ Umax.
VI. APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION
We introduce an approximate optimization to improve the
system response time (SRT) of our graph query approach.
Compared to obtaining the globally optimal final matches
after the graph query terminates, users prefer to view approxi-
mate final matches earlier within a shorter SRT, and eventually
get the optimal final matches when more times are given. This
Algorithm 2: Time bounded A* semantic search
Data: sub-query graph gi
Result: non-optimal match set Mˆi
// Initialization
1 ∀us ∈ φ(vs): q={< us, ψˆs >}, visited={us}, Mi=∅;
2 while q 6= ∅ do
// Next-hop selection
3 < usuj , ψˆj >=q.pop max();
// Search space expansion
4 for ∀ul ∈ N(uj) do
5 if visited.add(ul) then
6 usul=usuj+ujul;
7 < usul, ψˆl >=pssEstimation();
8 if ψˆl ≥ τ and ul 6∈ φ(vt) then
9 q.push heap(< usul, ψˆl >);
10 if ψˆl ≥ τ and ul ∈ φ(vt) then
11 Mˆi.push heap(< usul, ψˆl >);
// Execution time check
12 update(TA∗ );
13 if timeEstimate(TA∗ ,|Mˆi|) then
14 return Mˆi ; /* return for assembly */
Algorithm 3: timeEstimate(TA∗ ,|Mˆi|)
Data: < TA∗ ,|Mˆi| > pair from each gi
1 collect the pair of < TA∗ ,|Mˆi| > from each gi;
2 TˆTA=∑ |Mˆi| · t;
3 Tˆ = max{TA∗}+ TˆTA;
4 if Tˆ ≥ T · r% then
5 return true;
6 else
7 return false;
motivates us to use the early explored non-optimal matches
of each sub-query graph gi to generate the approximate final
matches of the query graph GQ within a user-specific time
bound T (desired SRT). Basically, this is a tradeoff between
accuracy and SRT.
Core idea of the approximate optimization. Given the
user-specific time bound T , the approximate optimization
follows two steps, illustrated in Figure 11. (1) It collects the
early explored matches of gi to generate a non-optimal match
set Mˆi. (2) It estimates the overall time Tˆ of querying GQ,
and decides to assemble the approximate final match set Mˆ
from {Mˆi} based on Tˆ . Moreover, Mˆ is gradually improved
when more times are given. We make three modifications on
the original A* semantic search for this optimization.
• We collect each early explored match in the non-optimal
match set Mˆi during the step of search space expansion
(lines 10-11 in Algorithm 2).
• We change the termination condition from top-k matches
check to execution time check (lines 12-14 in Algorithm 2).
This is because we expect that each A* semantic search for
gi terminates before the user-specific time bound T .
• We add a synchronized time estimation for the whole graph
querying, illustrated in Algorithm 3. We estimate the overall
time Tˆ of querying GQ to ensure the approximate final
match set Mˆ can be returned within T .
Non-optimal Mˆi generation. Through the first two modifi-
cations, we obtain a non-optimal match set Mˆi within the
user-specific time bound T . And Mˆi will gradually approach
to the globally optimal match set Mi as more times are given.
Lemma 6: Suppose Mˆi and Mˆ ′i are the match sets obtained
within time T and T ′ respectively. If T ′ > T , then Mˆi ⊆ Mˆ ′i .
If a match is explored before T , then it must be explored
before T ′ > T . Hence, we have Mˆi ⊆ Mˆ ′i , if T ′ > T .
Due to the modifications only change the output order of
the explored matches and keep the search logic unchanged,
we can get a match set Mˆi ⊇Mi if an enough T is given.
Lemma 7: Suppose the original A* semantic search takes
the time of Topt to return the globally optimal Mi, then we
can get a non-optimal Mˆi ⊇Mi with less time T¬opt ≤ Topt.
In Algorithm 2, we collect each explored match in Mˆi
immediately instead of taking more times to process all
promising candidates in the priority queue q before collecting
it in Mi. Thus, if all matches in Mi can be collected with
time Topt, then we can collect them in Mˆi with less time
T¬opt ≤ Topt.
Hence, if an enough time T is given (e.g. T ≥ T¬opt), then
we have a match set Mˆi ⊇Mi.
Execution time check. The overall time of graph query is
dominated by the time of A* semantic search (TA∗ ) for each gi
and the time of TA based assembly (TTA). Each gi is processed
as an independent thread, so we use max{TA∗} to denote the
time of sub-query graph querying. Given a user-specific time
bound T , we want to obtain a set of Mˆi as good as possible
and ensure max{TA∗}+ TTA ≤ T .
To this end, we estimate the overall time Tˆ of our ap-
proximate optimization, illustrated in Algorithm 3. (1) We
first collect the pair of ¡TA∗ ,|Mˆi|¿ from each sub-query graph
querying thread (line 1). (2) We then use all collected |Mˆi| to
estimate TTA. In the worst case, TA based assembly needs to
access all matches in Mˆi, so we use
∑ |Mˆi| · t as the estimated
TˆTA, where t is an empirical time for processing one match of
Mˆi in TA based assembly. We get this empirical time via the
simulated TA based assembly. Thus, we have the estimated
Tˆ = max{TA∗} + TˆTA (lines 2-3). (3) We decide to launch
the TA based assembly if Tˆ reaches to the alert time threshold
T · r% (line 4). In this paper, we set r% = 80% to receive
good enough Mˆi and ensure that the overall time does not
exceed the user-specific time-bound T .
Approximate final matches Mˆ assembly. Given a set of
non-optimal match sets {Mˆi}, we conduct a TA based as-
sembly to generate the approximate final match set Mˆ . In this
paper, we use the Jaccard similarity between Mˆ and M to
quantify their approximation degree, denoted as Jad(Mˆ,M),
Jad(Mˆ,M) =
|Mˆ ∩M |
|Mˆ ∪M | =
k∩
2k − k∩ (12)
where k is the size of approximate final match set, and k∩ is
the size of |Mˆ ∩M |. We can obtain the better Mˆ with greater
Jad(Mˆ,M) as more times are given.
TABLE IV. Statistics of Datasets
Datasets # Entities # Relations # Entity-Types
DBpedia 4,521,912 15,045,801 359
Freebase 5,706,539 48,724,743 11,666
YAGO2 7,308,372 36,624,106 6,543
Theorem 4: Suppose Mˆ and Mˆ ′ are the approximate final
match sets generated within time T and T ′ respectively. If
T ′ > T , then Jad(Mˆ ′,M) ≥ Jad(Mˆ,M).
Proof 9: According to Lemma 6, Mˆi is a subset of Mˆ ′i , if
T ′ > T . Then the approximate final matches Mˆ ′ over {Mˆ ′i} is
better than Mˆ over {Mˆi}, which means k′∩ ≥ k∩. According
to Eq. 12, Jad(Mˆ ′,M) ≥ Jad(Mˆ,M) holds if k′∩ ≥ k∩.
Eventually, we have Mˆ =M if an enough time T is given.
According to Lemma 7, we can obtain the match set Mˆi ⊇Mi
at a certain time. Therefore, if the final match set M can be
assembled from the match sets {Mi}, then M can also be
assembled from the match sets {Mˆi}.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We present experiment results over three real-world datasets
to evaluate (1) effectiveness and efficiency, (2) effect of pivot
node selection, (3) user study, (4) robustness, (5) scalability,
and (6) sensitivity of our approach.
A. Experimental Setup
Datasets. We used three real-world datasets. (1) DBpedia [1]
is an open-domain knowledge base, which is constructed by
using the structured information extracted from Wikipedia. (2)
Freebase [3] is a large, collaborative knowledge base mainly
composed by communities. (3) YAGO2 [62] is a knowledge
base with information harvested from the Wikipedia, WordNet
and GeoNames. Table IV summarizes these datasets.
Query workload. We used three sets of query workload to
construct the query graphs for evaluation.
(1) QALD-4 [18] is a benchmark for question answering over
DBpedia. It provides both SPARQL expression and answers
for each query. A SPARQL expression may involve multiple
UNION operators, which correspond to different predefined
schemas in DBpedia. We selected one of these UNION op-
erators to construct the query graph. It is desired to find the
complete answers instead of considering all UNION operators.
(2) WebQuestions [63] is an open benchmark for Freebase. It
provides a set of natural language (NL) questions, denoted as
a quadruple <qText, freebaseKey, relPaths, answers>. An NL
question is given in qText. The entities and relations in an NL
question are given in freebaseKey and relPaths, respectively.
We took the entities in freebaseKey as the query nodes and
selected one relation in relPaths as the query edge.
(3) RDF-3x is a benchmark presented in [64], which contains
queries for YAGO dataset. It provides a SPARQL expression
for each query but does not provide the answers. To obtain the
answers as the validation set, we imported YAGO2 to the graph
database Neo4j [65] and executed the SPARQL expression
through the sparql-plugin. For each SPARQL expression, we
selected the entities and relations from the WHERE clause as
the query nodes and query edges, respectively.
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Fig. 12: Effectiveness and Efficiency over DBpedia
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Fig. 13: Effectiveness and Efficiency over Freebase
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Fig. 14: Effectiveness and Efficiency over YAGO2
Metrics. Since all workloads above have the correct answers,
we adopted two classical metrics to measure the effectiveness.
Precision (P ) is the ratio of correctly discovered answers
over all discovered top-k answers. Recall (R) is the ratio
of correctly discovered answers over all correct answers.
In addition, we also employed F1-measure to combine the
precision and recall as F1 = 21/P+1/R .
Comparing methods. Because it has been shown that the
latest work S4 [19] outperforms its competitors such as NeMa
[7], gStore [15], and BLINK [66], we compared our approach
with S4. Besides, we compared with p-hom [20] and GraB [11]
which considers the structural similarity for graph query, and
support edge-to-path mapping (do not consider the semantic
constraints). Moreover, QGA [13] is a keyword-based graph
query method for comparison.
There are two versions of our approach: (1) SGQ (semantic
guided query) is the implementation of A* semantic search
and TA assembly in Section V. (2) TBQ (time-bounded query)
is the approximate optimization in Section VI. We set the
default path semantic similarity threshold τ and user desired
path length nˆ as 0.8 and 4, respectively. And we selected
the TransE model to obtain the predicate semantic space. All
the experiments were conducted on a 2.1GHZ, 64GB memory
AMD-6272 server with a single core, the number of threads
for each query graph is the number of sub-query graphs.
B. Effectiveness and Efficiency
In these experiments, we evaluated all methods over three
datasets. For each query, we set the time bound of TBQ as
90% of the execution time of SGQ (TBQ-0.9).
Effectiveness. Figures 12-14(a-c) show the effectiveness re-
sults over different top-k. For all three datasets, our approach
outperforms the other methods. This is because we can find
the semantically similar answers following the guidance of the
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Fig. 15: Effect of Time Bounds (DBpedia, k=100)
predicate semantics. The following table shows the detailed
results of our method SGQ for the example query Find all
cars that are produced in Germany (Q117 of QALD-4 ) in
Figure 1. Given a simple query graph, our approach can find
the correct answers with the first four schemas. Besides, it can
also find some reasonable answers not given in the validation
set (answers with the last three schemas).
Query graph of Q117: <Automobile> Germanyassembly
Automobile–assembly–Germany
Automobile–assembly–City–country–Germany
Automobile–manufacturer–Company–location–Germany
Automobile–manufacturer–Company–locationCountry–Germany
Automobile–assembly–Company–location–Germany
Automobile–assembly–Company–locationCountry–Germany
Automobile–designCompany–Company–location–Germany
Efficiency. Figures 12-14(d) report that our approach outper-
forms the other methods because unpromising answers are
pruned significantly through the effective estimation of path
semantic similarity. It is natural that delivering more answers
(larger k) consumes more search time.
Response Time-Accuracy Trade-off. Figure 16 reports the
effect of time bounds on TBQ. Because the results over three
datasets show the similar trends, we only provide the results
over DBpedia for k=100. We varied the time bound from
20ms to 90ms to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of TBQ. Figure 15(a) shows that more accurate answers can
be returned as more times are given. In Figure 15(b), each
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Fig. 16: An example of different sub-query graphs for the same query graph
bar represents the minimum, maximum and average response
times of queries. Observe that, TBQ can return the answers
within a small variation of the actual time bound provided.
TABLE V. Effectiveness and efficiency results for Figure 16(a)
Top-k pivot node v1 pivot node v2P R F1 Time(ms) P R F1 Time(ms)
200 1.0 0.16 0.27 798 1.0 0.16 0.27 283
400 0.98 0.31 0.47 1120 1.0 0.31 0.48 289
800 0.89 0.56 0.69 1526 1.0 0.62 0.77 628
1200 0.71 0.66 0.69 1589 0.78 0.73 0.76 710
TABLE VI. Effect of pivot node selection
Query type
(# sub-queries)
minCost Random
P=R Time (ms) P=R Time (ms)
Simple (1 sub-query) 0.87 342.63 – –
Medium (2 sub-queries) 0.76 623.21 0.68 932.13
Complex (3 sub-queries) 0.81 669.67 0.77 1222.33
C. Effect of Pivot Node Selection
Given a certain query graph GQ, the different pivot node
could generate different sub-query graphs, leading to different
performance over the same dataset. Hence, we tested the effect
of pivot node selection on the effectiveness and efficiency
of SGQ. We select several queries from QALD-4 as the
seed queries, then we extend them by randomly adding extra
constraints and combine them to construct more complex
queries. We use the number of sub-queries to indicate the
complexity of a certain query, including Simple queries with 1
sub-query, Medium queries with 2 sub-queries, and Complex
queries with 3 sub-queries. Figure 16(a) shows one complex
query, which aims to find all Spanish soccer player who played
for soccer clubs of England and Spain. Figure 16(b) shows
two different groups of sub-query graphs that are generated
by selecting different pivot node. Group A is for the pivot
node v1, while Group B is for the pivot node v2.
Table V shows the effectiveness and efficiency results of
the example query in Figure 16(a). The results of pivot node
v1 is worse than the one of v2, because it contains a 3-hop
sub-query graphs which consumes more time for A* semantic
search. Table VI shows the effectiveness and efficiency of
SGQ for different pivot node selection strategy. minCost is
our solution mentioned in Section III-A, Random indicates that
we randomly select a target node as the pivot node. We have
P = R because we set k equals to the size of validation set.
For Simple queries, we ignore the Random strategy because
they only have 1 sub-query. From the results, we can find that
more times are required for more complex queries for both
strategies. Moreover, the Random strategy performs worse than
minCost in both effectiveness and efficiency. This is because
a non-optimal pivot node may generate sub-query graphs with
longer paths, resulting in larger search space in runtime.
TABLE VII. PCC results (DBpedia (D), Freebase (F), YAGO2 (Y))
Query PCC Query PCC Query PCC Query PCC
D1 0.46 D6 0.74 F5 0.69 F10 0.73
D2 0.56 F1 0.74 F6 0.37 F11 0.69
D3 0.61 F2 0.72 F7 0.41 F12 0.77
D4 0.75 F3 0.77 F8 0.71 Y1 0.74
D5 0.73 F4 0.72 F9 0.74 Y2 0.45
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Fig. 17: Effectiveness vs. Noise (DBpedia, k=100)
D. User Study
We conducted a user study through Baidu Data Crowd-
Sourcing Platform (https://zhongbao.baidu.com/?language=en) to eval-
uate SGQ’s accuracy on three datasets, measured by Pear-
son Correlation Coefficient (PCC) computed as follows. We
selected 20 queries for which the answers have multiple
schemas in this user study. For each query, we set k as
the size of validation set. Given top-k answers, we divided
them into several groups according to the match scores, and
then generated 30 random pairs of these answers. To avoid
evaluating two answers with the same match score, we selected
answers in a pair from different groups. We presented each pair
to 10 annotators and asked for their preference between the
two answers. Hence, we obtained 20*30*10=6000 opinions.
For each query, we had two value lists X and Y , which
represent the SGQ and annotators’ preference of 30 answer
pairs. For each pair, the value in X is the difference between
the two answers’ ranks given by SGQ, and the value in Y is the
difference between the numbers of annotators preferring the
two answers. Given the list X and Y , we calculated the PCC
for each query. The PCC value shows the degree of correlation
between the ranks given by SGQ and the preferences given by
annotators. A PCC value in the ranges of [0.5,1.0], [0.3,0.5)
and [0.1,0.3) indicates a strong, medium and small positive
correlation, respectively [67]. Table VII shows that SGQ
achieved strong and medium positive correlations with the
annotators on 16 and 4 queries, respectively, out of total 20
queries, which indicates that the users are satisfied with the
semantically similar answers identified via our method.
E. Robustness with respect to Noise
In this experiment, we investigated the impact of varying
noises on the performance of SGQ. We considered two types
of noise: node noise and edge noise. Given a query graph,
we added the node noise by changing the node name or type
with a randomly selected synonym or abbreviation. In addition,
we added the edge noise by replacing the predicate with one
of its top-10 semantically similar predicates in the predicate
TABLE VIII. Response time (ms) vs. Noise (DBpedia, k=100)
Noise 0% 10% 20% 30% 40%
node noise 102.2 105.3 114.6 117.3 126.7
edge noise 102.2 116.5 126.7 145.1 168.6
TABLE IX. Scalability evaluation over DBpedia
(#Nodes, #Edges) SGQ: online (ms) KG embedding: offlinek=80 k=100 k=120 time (h) mem (GB)
G1(2M,9.8M) 71.8 85.3 118.4 2.9 3.2
G2(3M,13.6M) 73.3 91.2 121.9 4.7 4.6
G(4.5M,15M) 81.4 102.2 136.8 6.6 8.8
TABLE X. Effect of nˆ and τ (DBpedia, k=100)
Metrics desired path length nˆ pss threshold τ2 3 4 5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Precision 0.84 0.93 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.68
Recall 0.42 0.45 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.34
F1 0.52 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.46
Time (ms) 95.4 97.5 102.2 143.5 136.1 111.6 102.2 99.5
semantic space E. Moreover, we randomly selected a fraction
(i.e., noise ratio) of queries to add noise.
We varied the node noise ratio from 10% to 40%, and
Figure 17 shows the results for DBpedia (k = 100): (1) All
effectiveness metrics decrease as the noise ratio increases, (2)
SGQ is more sensitive to edge noise. This is because SGQ may
find answers that do not satisfy the original query intention
if an inappropriate predicate is given. For example, if we use
designer to replace assemble in query Q117, then Automobiles
designed by persons whose nationality is Germany would be
superior to Automobiles assembled in Germany. Furthermore,
Table VIII shows the efficiency results. The response time
increases slightly with the growth of node noise and it is
sensitive to edge noise too.
F. Scalability
This experiment studies the scalability of SGQ over
DBpedia. We extracted two subgraphs G1(3M,13.6M) and
G2(2M,9.8M) from the original graph G, e.g., G1 has 3M
nodes and 13.6M edges. Table IX shows the response time of
SGQ for k = {80, 100, 120}, as well as the knowledge graph
embedding time and memory usage. Observe that the runtime
of SGQ increases as the graph size increases, but the change is
not significant, which means that SGQ is scalable to the data
size. This is because our approach can prune the unpromising
candidates effectively for the different scale of the dataset. We
also notice that our offline knowledge graph embedding time
and memory usage are modest, e.g., within 6.6 hours and 8.8
GB (embedding size of 100 and 50 iterations).
G. Parameter Sensitivity
In these experiments, we evaluated the effect of user desired
path length nˆ and path semantic similarity (pss) threshold τ on
SGQ. First, we fixed τ=0.8 and varied nˆ from 2 to 5. Table X
shows that the effectiveness metrics are the same for nˆ={4, 5},
because all correct answers are defined as the schemas within
4-hop paths. Also, as nˆ gets smaller, less correct answers are
found. Moreover, a larger nˆ indicates larger search spaces,
leading to longer response time. Second, we fixed nˆ=4 and
varied τ from 0.6 to 0.9. The results show that the greater
τ improves the response time because of efficient pruning.
In addition, the effectiveness decreases when τ=0.9, because
the correct answers having the pss between 0.8 and 0.9 are
mistakenly pruned by a larger τ .
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a semantic guided and response-
time-bounded graph query to search knowledge graph effec-
tively and efficiently. We first leveraged a knowledge graph
embedding model to build the semantic graph for each query
graph. Based on the semantic graph, we presented an A*
semantic search method to find the top-k semantically similar
matches to the query graph according to the path semantic sim-
ilarity. Furthermore, we optimized the A* semantic search to
enable a trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency within
a user-defined time bound, improving the system response
time. The experimental results on real datasets confirm the
effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
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